
Vocabulary for Art in Everyday Life (Lecture & Reading) 
 

 Art: (perhaps undefinable) human aesthetic expression in media or time. 
 

 Craft: refers to expert handwork.  
 

 Art vs. craft: Argument as to what each has to do with the other and to what extent intent 
determines the character of artistic/craft expression. 

 
 Firing process: (in ceramics) heating clay past red hot so silica (or glass) inside the clay 

begins to fuse and become imperious to water. 
 

 Kiln: Oven or furnace capable of intense heat for firing ceramic. 
 

 Tea Ceremony: A ceremony (usually held in a special tea room) where worldly concerns are 
left behind in favor of entering a world of ease, harmony, and mutual respect. 

 
 Anagama Kiln: a large single chambered, wood fired hillside kiln which is fired around 7 

days to 2500º F. The wares inside have wood ash melted on them. The simplicity of the wood 
fired ware added greatly to the development of the tea ceremony. 

 
 Pit firing: A southwest American Indian firing technique where red clay coiled pots which 

have (typically) been painted with black on black designs are smothered in a dung fueled 
bonfire. 

 
 Potters Wheel: a flat disk which is attached to a wheel or motor below where the potter turns 

and pulls clay upwards into symmetrical forms. 
 

 Three types of clay: Earthernware: low fired porous clay (must be glazed to hold water). 
Stoneware: high fire clay which is very strong and impervious to water. Porcelain (china 
clay): a pure white naturally occurring high fire clay capable of being fired to exceptionally 
high temperatures.  

 
 Glass: melted silica (sand is a fairly pure form of silica).  

 
 Cast iron construction: introduced in the 19th century it was the first new construction 

material used since earth, wood and stone. 
 

 Steel: a mixture of heated iron and carbon with superior strength than that of iron. 
 

 Skeleton and skin construction: a free standing wood, metal, or synthetic structure with a skin 
which protects the interior.  

 
 Wood fame architecture: Introduced in Chicago in the 1930’s, a wood frame is used in the 

skeleton and skin method now popular in most houses across America.  
 



 Truss: angled beams in architecture which support a roof. 
 

 Steel and reinforced concrete construction: developed in Chicago by Louis Sullivan (teacher 
of Frank Lloyd Wright). A skeleton and skin system which made construction of skyscrapers 
possible.  

 
 Cantilever: an architectural team which describes a horizontal form supported at one end, and 

jutting into space at the other.  
 

 The international style: refers to glass and steel architecture, most typically in skyscrapers 
built internationally throughout the 1950’s and 1960’s. 

 
 Suburbs: a term coined by architect Fredrick Law Olmstead (who designed; among other 

parks, Central Park in New York City) meaning a residential community lying outside, but 
within commuting distance of the city. 

 
 Infrastructure: in urban planning terms, the systems that deliver services to people, water 

supply, waste removal, energy, transportation and communications. 
 

 Arts & Crafts Movement: a movement in the mid 1800’s led by William Morris which 
protested mass production and advocated the hand-made object. 

 
 Art Nouvea: an Art and Design movement at the end of the 19th century which utilized 

curvilinear and organic design sensibilities.  
 

 Art Deco: an art style popular in the 1920’s and 1930’s, at the time known as “art moderne,” 
which sought to give expression to everyday modern life thru reflecting the architectural 
sensibilities of that period (Deco is generally much more geometric than Nouvea). 

 
 Constructivists: post-revolutionary Russian movement which attempted to unite art with 

everyday life through mass production and industry.  
 

 Futurism: an Italian art movement from the early 1900’s which embraced the excitement of 
the looming future – automobiles, atoms, and airplanes.  

 
 


